ITEM NO. | PART NUMBER | DESCRIPTION | QTY.
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 | CHB R1UBLB 01 - CUP ASSY | 1
2 | CHB R1UBLB 01 - HARNESS ASSY | 1

REVISIONS

| ZONE | REV. | DESCRIPTION | DATE | APPROVED |
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
B | CHANGED 'SLAVE CUP' TO 'ACCESSORY CUP' | 5-29-18 | MPR |
Housing:
Hongxing Electrical HX25002-11Y
Terminal:
Hongxing Electrical HX25002-PT

Plug into P2 on:
JCT R2LBL 01 - PCB

HOUSING:
Hongxing Electrical HX25002-11Y
TERMINAL:
Hongxing Electrical HX25002-PT

Plug into P2 on:
JCT R2LBL 01 - PCB

10 pin connector
Housing: HX 39600-10Y
Terminal: HX 39600-PT

Plug into P1 on:
JCT R2LBL 01 - PCB

6 pin MFJ dual row plug
Housing: MOLEX PN: 39012061
Terminal: MOLEX PN: 39000040

The information contained in this drawing is the sole property of Raffel Systems. Any reproduction in part or as a whole without the written permission of Raffel Systems is prohibited.

Patent pending
NOTE 1:
GREEN POLYPROPYLENE LABEL
BLACK LETTERS
READS: "PO# DATE CODE
CHB R1ULBL 01"

NOTE 2:
YELLOW POLYPROPYLENE LABEL
BLACK LETTERS
READS: "LED STRIP OR ACCESSORY CUP"